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The Utah Division of Oil, Gas, and Mining ("Division") respectfully submits this Division
Memorandum for the Board of Oil, Gas, and Mining's ("Board") consideration prior to entry of
an Order in Docket No. 2019-005 Cause No. 187-12.

The Request

On January 9,2019 Middle Fork Energy Uinta, LLC ("Middle Fork") submitted their Request

for Agency Action ("RAA") in the above docketed matter. The RAA requests the Board modify
the Order issued in Cause No. 187-09 (issued Nov. 29, 2006) ("Order 187-09") to include
additional formations and reduced setbacks, suspend Utah Admin. Code Rules R649-3-2 (the

general well siting rule), R649-3-10 (tolerances for vertical drilling) and R649-3-11(l-2)
(directional drilling) and declare GB l4MU-16-8-22, GB IMU-16-8-22 and GB 9MI--16-8-22 as

having legal locations (presuming the relief in the RAA is granted).

All of the Subject Lands (Section 16, T8S, R22E) are owned by the Utah School and Institutional
Trust Lands Administration ("SITLA"). They are subject to a uniform lease throughout; Middle
Fork with a77.5oh interest and Crescent Point Energy U.S. Corp. with a 22.5% interest.

The RAA proposes to drill a maximum of 32 wells (330' N/S and2560'ElW inter-well setbacks;

460' section line setbacks) from a single pad utilizing an S-Curve drilling technique to reach

appropriate bottom-hole locations.

Analvsis

The RAA as drafted reflects the unique history of the Subject Lands and Subject Formations.
Order 187-09 did not create drilling units, rather it suspended the general well siting rule to allow
for 2O-acre density. Development has occurred within the Subject Formations of this Cause,

primarily in the Wasatch and Green River formations, and "rarely [in the] upper Mesaverde

fformations]." RAA at 5, 17 . In order to fully develop the resources beneath those formations,
the RAA requests:

(l) Modification of Order 187-09 extending the Subject Formations to include portions of the

Mesaverde and Upper Mancos formations previously not included,



(2) Suspension of R649-3-10 and R649-3 -II(I-2), and

(3) Assuming the requested relief is granted, declaration that three previous wells drilled
under Order 187-09 are in a legal location.

I. Order 187-09 Should Be Partially Modified and Partially Maintained.

A. The Overlap Between the Subject Formations and the Formations at Issue in Order
187-09 Require Modification of the Order 187-09 to Include the Subject Formations
and Provide for Tighter Setbacks.

The majority of the Subject Formations in this Cause were previously addressed under Order

187-09. The formations at issue in Cause No. 187-09 (Wasatch and Mesaverde Group) extended

from 5,978' to 11,552' below the surface. Here, the Subject Formations extend from 8,690' to
12,400' below the surface (Mesaverde Group and Upper Mancos shale). Middle Fork will focus

entirely on developing the formations beneath what was previously developed under Order 187-

09. Here, because the Subject Formations in this Cause and Order 187-09 overlap, modification

of Order 187-09 is required to address the additional 848' of strata.

In addition, Order 187-09 must be partially modified to address the RAA's requested setbacks.

Though Middle Fork wants to maintain 2}-acre well density, they also request tightened

setbacks. Tightened setbacks should provide for increased recovery, and reduced waste.

B. Suspension of the General Well Siting Rule in Order 187-09 Should Be Maintained.

Order 187-09 suspended the general well siting rule to allow the equivalent of 2}-acre spacing

(as opposed to the de facto 4}-acre spacing under the general well siting rule) between 5,978'
and 11,552'. The suspension of R649-3-2 should be maintained in order for Middle Fork to
maintain 2}-acre well density.

As the RAA states, the strata below the Subject Formations in Order 187-09 are 'ocurrently

subject to the general well siting rule[.]" RAA at 5, fl5. Technically because the lands are

unspaced, Middle Fork could request an exception location for each of the wells it plans to drill
from the single pad. Middle Fork could presumably satisfy the requirements of R649-3-3

(exception locations) because of the uniformity of ownership. Each of the wells that Middle Fork
plans to drill would not traverse a govefirmental section boundary.

The Board has the authority to suspend the general well siting rule where suspension would be in
furtherance of the Oil and Gas Conservation Act, Utah Code 40-6-I et seq. (the "Act") and good

cause appears. See Utah Admin. Code R641-100-400 (deviation from rules). Under the Act, the

Board is required to, among other things, prevent waste, maximize resource recovery and ensure
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orderly developmerrt. See Utah Code $ 40-6-1 (discussing the various goals of the Act). Here, as

the RAA states, Middle Fork is attempting to recover resources that would otherwise be left
undeveloped. This leads to maximized recovery and reduced waste. Practically speaking, the

RAA extends the Subject Formations an additional 848' below the formations at issue in Order

187-09. The existence of two separate Orders covering large swaths of the same formations

could lead to disorderly development. Therefore, there is good cause to maintain the suspension

of the general well siting rule because it would ensure maximize resource recovery, reduced

waste, and orderly development.

il. Suspension of R649-3-10 and R649-3-11(1-2) Is Warranted to Encourage Drilling
Multiple Wells from a Single Pad.

The RAA states that "Middle Fork plans to drill additional wells on the Subject Lands from a
single pad utilizing S-Curve wells to reach bottom hole locations to minimize surface

disturbance and alleviate certain environmental concerns." RAA at 6, fl10. Drilling multiple
wells from a single pad has the potential to reduce costs for the operator and minimize surface

impacts.

R649-3-10 grants an operator to authority to deviate the wellbore to "straighten the hole,

sidetrack junk, or correct other mechanical difficulties." Utah Admin. Code R649-3-10.1.

Overall, the well must fit within the 400' square window provided for in R649-3-2. See Utah
Admin. Code R649 -3-2.1.

Likewise, R649-3-11.1 provides that an operator must receive approval each time they

intentionally deviate a well. The Division may approve the application where the applicant is

"the owner of all the oil and gas within a radius of 460 feet from all points along the intended

well bore, or the applicant has obtained the written consent of the owner to the proposed

directional drilling program." Utah Admin. Code R649-3-11.1.1.

Here, Middle Fork and Crescent Point are the ownersl of all the oil and gas within the Subject

Lands and Subject Formations. Thus, it would be an inefficient use of the Division's and Middle
Fork's time to receive approval for each of the proposed wells. Therefore, because ownership is
relatively uniform and Middle Fork is committing to drilling from a single pad, the Board should

suspend R649-3-10 and R649-3-11 as requested by Middle Fork to ensure efficient resource

recovery.

1 Owner "means the person who has the right to drill into and produce from a reservoir and to appropriate the oil and
gas that he produces, either for himself or for himself and others." Utah Admin. Code R649-3-l.
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ur. The Board Should Declare the GB I4MU-16-8-22, GB IMU-16-8-22 and GB 9MI--
16-8-22 to be Legal Locations.

Presuming the Board grants the requested relief discussed above, it is then necessary to declare

GB l4MU-16-8-22, GB IMU-I6-8-22 and GB 9MI--16-8-22 asbeinglegally located.

These three wells were originally drilled under Order 187-09. That order had different setbacks

than those requested in this Cause. Without declaring that GB l4MU-16-8 -22, GB IMU-16-8-22
and GB 9MI--16-8-22 are in legal locations Middle Fork could be exposed to liability for illegal
production. Declaring the wells to be in lawful location allows Middle Fork to continue with
their current proposal and ensure that those wells continue to produce.

Conclusion

The Division supports Middle Fork's RAA. Maintaining and modifying Order 187-09 where
necessary will encourage orderly development of the resource and aid in recovering additional
resources previously left unrecovered under Order 187-09.
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